This is the STANDARD BACK macro, un-macroized.
It does the references, table of contents, index, etc.

We are assuming that if you call standard back, you want the refs!

BEGIN
    SEND CONTENTS \c
    SKIP
    References {dots}{PAGE!}{ BREAK
    END

secname "References"
PORTION references
FILL
INDENT 0.5;
PREFACE 20 mills;
SINGLE SPACE
Once center
<<#References>>
    SKIP 2
    AT "<<" marker ">> $()$; << no-op: for fixing up order >>
    AT "\\" arg "\\$()arg{}$" FACE \\
    IF DECLARATION(appearorder)
    THEN START RECEIVE END
    ELSE START RECEIVE "\\" END;

.END "refblk"
IF indexing
   THEN START "indexblk"
   BEGIN
       SEND CONTENTS <
       SKIP
   }Index {dots}{PAGE!}{ BREAK
   END
   secname => "Index"
   PORTION index
   wasword => waslett => waspg => NULL
   AT "<<" pgno "\" phrase "\" <
   lett => "phrase[1]"
   IF tlett NEQ twaslett
       THEN
           IF LINES < 6 AND COLUMNS = 0
               THEN NEXT PAGE
           ELSE skip 2;
           IF "phrase" NEQ twasword
               THEN START BREAK \phrase##pgno{ END
           ELSE IF "pgno" NEQ waspg THEN }, pgno{ ;
               took # out of above line
       waspg => "pgno";
       waslett => lett;
       wasword => "phrase";
   AT ">>" pgno "\" phrase "\" <
   lett => "phrase[1]"
   IF tlett NEQ twaslett
       THEN
           IF LINES < 6 AND COLUMNS = 0
               THEN NEXT PAGE
           ELSE skip 2;
           IF "phrase" NEQ twasword
               THEN START BREAK \phrase##pgno{ END
           ELSE IF "pgno" NEQ waspg THEN }; pgno{ ;
               << took # out of above line>>
       waspg => "pgno";
       waslett => lett;
       wasword => "phrase";
   END "indexblk"

<< take the heading out for now--need to mess with two col. preamble >>
<< once center
<<#Index>
   group skip 4; apart;
   BEGIN "get index"
   AREA TWOTXT LINES 4 TO 50 IN 2 COLUMNS 3 APART
   PLACE TWOTXT
   FILL; CRBREAK; NOJUST; INDENT 0,3,0;
   PREFACE 0;
   RETAIN; SPREAD + 1;
   RECEIVE "\\"
   END "get index"
   secname => NULL
   END "indexblk"
.Count page printing "i"

.BEGIN "contents"
  .secname ~ "Table of Contents"
  .contpage: skipc
  .PORTION contents
    .FILL; NOJUST; RETAIN; CRBREAK;
    .if DOVERing then Narrow 4,4;
    .Indent 0,20,0
    Tabs 17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63,65,67,
    69
    .PREFACE 8
    .Turn on "\*"; << For the DOTS >>
    .once center
    <#{chapname}>
      .group SKIP 6; apart;
      .once center
      <<Table of Contents> 
      .skip 3
      .RECEIVE
      .END "contents"
    .once center

.COMMENT END of standard back;